Amenities
Structural Stone Products offer
BRICKTHICK . Keystones, Soldiers,
Sills/Watertables, and Capstones
to aid in skillfully completing
any stone project. All accessories
are available in the five accent
colors and are designed to blend
beautifully with our available color
selections. Keystones are available
in a Rock Face and Chamford
(Smooth) texture.
TM

TECHNICAL DATA
Structural Stone Products have been tested and meet or
exceed ASTM Standards and building code requirements
for Cast Stone. These include ASTM C1194-03, C666-03,
C1195-03, C270, C979. Always research and conform to
local building code requirements in your area.
MAINTENANCE & WARRANTY
Structural Stone Products carry a limited 50 year
warranty when installed according to instructions
provided by manufacturer. Detailed instructions available
upon request. Our products are 100% Maintenance Free
and weather naturally. We do not recommend applying
cleaning chemicals such as brick cleaners, acids or other
harsh chemicals to the stone. Doing so may result in void
of warranty. A mild dish soap, water, and scrub brush
may be used if to remove a stain or other debris from the
stone if necessary.

Available
Amenity
Colors

Keystones

Chilhowee

Soldiers (73/4" x 4")

Capstones (26" x 26" x 2")

Sills &
Watertables

(36" x 51/2" x 3")

INSTALLATION BASICS
• Secure using wall ties and weep holes just like brick according to
required codes in your area. (Approx. 1 tie per 2 sq. ft.)
• Also like brick you must fill and compress the head joint.
• Stone should be set approx. 1/2" from the sub-straight.  
• You may cut the stone if necessary to complete an area.
• It is recommended that you use a level or string a line to maintain
straight clean lines.
• Break joints horizontally at least every 2'-3' to maintain a running
staggered bond.
• Requires footers and ledger.
Cumberland Ledgestone only
Never lay your head joints higher  than 5” or 2 brick tall.
Pilgrim Series only
Never have a vertical line longer than the largest stone (6 brick tall).
Be sure to clean excess mortar with a marginal trowel and soft brush.
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Kentucky Grey

Blend

865-966-ROCK (7625)
www.BrickThick.com
Patent Pending

www.BrickThick.com

Like Brick, BRICKTHICK
is 3.5"-4" thick. This
makes it a Full Bed
Masonry Product
installed using wall ties
in the same manner brick
is installed.
TM

Pictured: Blend of 60% Autumn Brown and 40% Dusty Grey

BRICKTHICK

TM

is a remarkable patent pending
product designed to change
the face of manufactured stone
products. It is manufactured
in sizes that are equal to brick
dimensions. This simplifies
the installation in unison
with brick and other masonry
products. It is installed in the
same manner as brick using the
time proven weep hole water
shed system for a beautiful,
convenient, maintenance free
stone product.

Pictured: Sunflower with Buff Mortar

Why BRICKTHICK ?
TM

• Wide variation in sizes creates a highly skilled
natural stone appearance.
• It’s installed using a time proven weep hole
system for superior water shed protection.
• Available in a variety of colors for convenience
in design selection. These colors may also be
blended to create your own customized color
combination.
• It is dimensionally compatible with brick to
easily allow for integration of brick and stone
in unison, as well as other masonry products.
• 100% Maintenance Free.
• User friendly and easy to install.
• The beauty and elegance of stone always
improves the value of your home or business.

Pictured: Colonial Grey

So simple a brick mason can
easily install our products,
eliminating the need to hire
a specialty stone mason.

Beautifully and creatively
combine brick and stone with ease.
Pictured: 50% Dusty Grey and
50% Autumn Brown

Pictured:
Dusty Grey

Available Colors
Pictured: Kentucky Grey

Pictured: Dusty Grey

Cherokee

There are many different color
selections available. These colors
may also be blended to create
your own personalized color
combination. Our Pilgrim Series
may be laid right out of the box,
there is no need to mix different
sizes when the pattern is already
established. Also with the Pilgrim
Series, there are two worked or
chiseled sides of each stone to
allow for an attractive finish on
outside corners.

Pictured: 80% Kentucky Grey and
20% Autumn Brown

Colonial Grey

Sunflower

Pictured: Kentucky Grey

Pictured: Summer Field - 60% Autumn Brown,
60% Sunflower

Flexibility
Whether you’re trying to achieve a
modern contemporary look, or an
Old World charm, the flexibility of
our products allow you to use them
in a fashion to accommodate any
design aspirations you may have.
It may be used to trim out details
such as windows and eaves in brick
areas, and it allows you to use
brick detail in stone areas, creating
limitless design possibilities.

Pictured: Cherokee

Autumn Brown

Kentucky Grey

Pennsylvania

It's all in the Details
There are so many creative ways to
implement stone and brick in the
details, the possibilities are truly
unlimited. You may stagger quoins
around corners or create straight
clean contemporary lines. Trim
out your windows, arches, or garage
doors. Integrate a patch of brick in
the stone or vice versa. No other
product available compliments brick
so perfectly and easily.

Pictured: Dusty Grey
Pictured: 60% Autumn Brown/40% Earth Blend

Pictured: Autumn Brown

Pictured: Dusty Grey

Pictured: Kentucky Grey

Pictured: Cumberland Ledgestone/Sunflower

Pennsylvania

Dusty Grey

Cumberland Ledgestone
Our newly added patent pending series has a
drystacked stone appearance with all the same
great qualities of BRICKTHICK .
TM

It has the much desired look of a rustic stacked
stone in a full bed masonry product. Corners
exist in 60% of the mix per pallet in the
Cumberland Ledgestone BRICKTHICK .  Use
corners at windows, arches, architectural breaks,
and returns. Lay mortar in the pocket provided
by the design to allow for a hidden mortar bed.
This creates full bed masonry strength, water
protection and the illusion of a Dry Stack Stone.

Sunflower

TM

An example of a corner
and hidden pocket.

Colonial Grey

Cherokee

